1. The pesto of Genoa is...
   A. A basil sauce
   B. A walnut sauce
   C. A tomato sauce
   D. A pistachio sauce

2. Which of the following ingredients is not used to make “Tiramisù”?
   A. Cheese
   B. egg
   C. Sugar
   D. Honey

3. The Pizza Margherita is so called:
   A. in honor of a queen
   B. because it originally had the shape of a flower
   C. because the cheese is white like a daisy
   D. none of these answers

4. The seasoning of pasta carbonara is made of:
   A. onion and cheese
   B. eggs and bacon
   C. tomato and basil
   D. garlic and basil

5. What is "lasagna"?
   A. stuffed pasta
   B. a side dish with spices
   C. a sweet with sour cherries
   D. a main course formed in layers

6. Panettone is a typical sweet of...
   A. Easter
   B. Christmas
   C. Mother’s Day
   D. Father’s Day

7. Tortellini’s stuffing is made of:
   A. fish
   B. cheese and spinach
   C. meat
   D. tomato
8. “Parmigiano reggiano” is so called:
A. to express the geographical origin
B. because Italian people like rhymes
C. to express the inventor’s name
D. because it is the translation of the French name for “cheese”

9. Italians have created:
A. Catalan cream
B. ice cream
C. Fries
D. Hamburgher

10. The true Italian coffee is...
A. espresso
B. diluted with milk
C. made by barley
D. flavored with cinnamon

11. Italians would never season pasta
A. with vegetables
B. with fish
C. with honey
D. with onions

12. The Italians are major producers of...?
A. champagne
B. spumante
C. brandy
D. tequila

13. The "mozzarella" is made with milk of:
A. buffalo
B. donky
C. scheep
D. goat

14. Italian people drink a lot of "cappuccino". This name means...
A. milk and chocolate
B. milk, chocolate and sugar
C. milk and coffee
D. coffee with a drop of milk

15. The shape of spaghetti is
A. Hollow cylindrical
B. Helical
C. of convex shell
D. long and thin
16. To make pasta you use:
A. Water and wheat flour
B. Water, wheat flour and aromas
C. Water and corn flour
D. Water, corn flour and aromas

17. During the lunch the Italian people don't drink:
A. Carbonated water
B. Wine
C. Milk
D. Beer

18. The traditional Italian breakfast does not include:
A. Biscuits
B. Marmellate
C. Coffee
D. Anchovies

19. If we say "scarpetta" to an Italian, he thinks of:
A. A kind of little sandal of Italian tradition
B. A tool for grow tomatoes
C. The habit to clean up the food’s plate with the bread
D. Cinderella

20. Italians would never cook eggs in:
A. Oil
B. Butter
C. Milk
D. Tomato’s sauce